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IRIA & SELENE

Iria G. Parente and Selene M. Pascual

are two authors of youth literature

with almost twenty published titles

that mix fantasy, science fiction and

contemporary romance. Among their

works are Anne No Filters, Red and

Gold or Alma and the seven

monsters, all of them very different

books and of different genres, but

with a common core: the importance

of emotions and very real characters.

Their very first sel-published novel,

Paper petals, is one of their most

ambitious and personal works,

PRHGE is republishing now.

YOUNG ADULT

Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

Anne Shirley has always dreamed of being a writer,
and even if no one knows it, she already is one:
online, Anne is known as Lady Cordelia, and her
fanfic about The Mirror’s Knight, a TV show based
on Arthurian legend, is adored by her fanbase.
Only Diana, Anne’s best frien knows her secret.
At least until we meet Blythe, the new fanfic writer
who manages to beat Anne’s readership record. Gilbert
Blyth challenges Anne to face her insecurities and
feelings, both for him and for her best friend Diana.

Anne Shirley was born to tell stories.
Maybe the time has come for her to
live her own. A modern retelling of
the classic Anne of Green Gables.

Dani is a normal girl. Or at least she was until a
book swallowed her up and brought her to Albion,
a dimension governed by a noble class that imposes
their own rules, cleverly disguised behind fake
smiles and midnight balls. A world in which visitors
like her are mere servants at the ruling class’s mercy.
Marcus is the heir to the Abberlain family and
the only person with the ability to take Dani back
home. One false step, and the life Marcus could come
tumbling down. When Dani and Marcus cross paths,
they will make the hierarchy of Albion shudder.

A captivating “romantasy”that harkens
back to Alice in Wonderland. A rewriting
which was downloaded 12,000 times
when it was first self-published!

Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp
Rights sold: Russia (AST)

Molino, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

Dorothy Gale has been lost since her twin
brother, Theo died, and with him the dream of
dedicating themselves to music together. But
Dottie has a chance to be part of a music group if
she impersonates Theo. The idea seems good
until she meets his bandmates: Raven, the actor
with a reputation for being an airhead; Leo, the
TikTok star, and Val, who only thinks of reaching
the top. Together they plan to sweep the music
world like a hurricane, but...

After the success of Anne, No Filters,
Iria and Selene publish a retelling of
The Wizard of Oz set in the
world of boy bands.

ANNE NO FILTERS WE WILL BE THE HURRICANE

PAPER PETALS



ANDREA TOMÉ

Andrea Tomé (Ferrol, 1994) writes

books for teenagers and for adults

who are not ashamed of reading

books for teenagers. She’s got a

Degree in English Literature at USC

and is a lecturer on literature and

mental health in schools and

universities. Her series Corazón de

corazón was awarded the second

edition of the “la Caixa” /

Plataforma Literary Prize.  

She has written 8 novels and she is

known for describing poignant

stories with protagonists suffering

eating disorders, struggles she

knows very well.

She loves many things, including

astronomy, vintage fashion, winter

sports, and history. @andreatom_

 YOUNG ADULT

A beautiful crossover novel on eating
disorders, with all the know-how of Andrea
Tomé and a love story that you will not be
able to forget.

Everyone wants to know how Zoe does it. Her
family, that cute boy she always runs into at
the ice rink, and her classmates. They want to
know exactly how many kilos she weighs on
her scale and how many calories she
consumes per day, and if she doesn't she's
worried about not waking up the next
morning. They want to know why, but they
don't want to hear the truth, because the truth
is not sensational. The truth is...

A beautiful crossover novel by
Andrea Tomé about eating
disorders, in the vein of her success
Corazón de corazón.

Nube de Tinta, October 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 256 pp

The limit is on an ice rink. It's October
my seventeen years, carols sound
everywhere public and I want to be a
real girl. a girl from I really wouldn't
even think about the fries they shared
her classmates but she didn't dare to
try, neither would she have asked her
sister for all the details about donuts
from the new cafeteria, she couldn't
even estimate how long she has to
skate exactly in order to burn enough
calories to feel good but not enough
to falling asleep on English
homework.
And of course, a real girl wouldn't
bend over half of the municipal ice
rink at rush hour because The math
has betrayed her and she is getting
dizzy. A real girl wouldn't cause a
triple collision with some hockey
players.

«I hate myself because I feel SO
HUNGRY / because I don't I know
how to function in public no matter
how hard I try/because "I am not a
girl but the carcass of a girl."
A sudden, searing pain shoots up
from my wrist. up to the elbow, but it
is drowned under the "Shit!" the
“Fuck!”, he “Did you hurt yourself?”
and the "Hey, does your father it's
not…?".
I lean on the fence to get up (a
whiplash of pain runs through my
shoulder, my back).
-I'm fine. You don't know my father.
I'm fine. Have I have to go study.
The three hockey players look at me
like I'm done to give me a stroke.

-Are you OK? —one of them, the
blonde one, asks me although I just
assured you (twice) that it is. To this, his
friend intervenes (redhead, obscenely
high):
—Your hand is starting to swell.
And the dark one, who looks like he
doesn't know what to do with
the situation:
—But what were you doing lying on the
ice? Do you find yourself
evil?
"I'm fine," I repeat. Really. And I have to
go. I'm so sorry... for all of this.
I head as quickly as I can to the ticket
office, without worry about putting the
protectors on the skates or about
the shrill noise that the blades make
against the floor of metal.
"It. Have. All. Low. Control".

Have you ever noticed that your body
doesn't respond to you? That the head
goes in one direction but the tongue
moves in the opposite? That your feet
don't keep up with your thoughts?
I think I'll sit in the hallway to regain my
strength and regulate my breathing, but
when I open my eyes I am lying down
rest on one of the wooden benches in
front of the ticket offices and at least ten
guys from the hockey team are
watching me, besides the janitor. A
waitress at the track cafeteria hands me
a hot chocolate. I can't/don't want to
accept it. They know me, at least they
must have prepared it with oatmeal milk
and not with standard whole milk, which
people drink. Normal people who don't
care what milk they use to prepare the
chocolate.

SHINING SCARS



MARTA CARRANZA &

JULIA PRATS
Maite Carranza (Barcelona, 1958) is a

screenwriter and writer, and has published

more than fifty titles and has won important

literary awards, including the Cervantes Chico

Prize, the Serra d'Or Critics' Prize, the EDEBÉ

Prize for Children's Literature and the of

Youth Literature or the National Award. Her

works have been translated into more than

twenty-five languages. Highlights include the

successful fantasy saga The War of the

Witches and the award-winning thriller

Poisoned Words. She has written this novel in

four hands with her daughter Júlia Prats. A

creative, fun and fascinating experience.

Júlia Prats (Barcelona, 1986) has a degree in

Psychology. She has worked as a

photographer and screenwriter and has

participated in several documentary projects.

This is her first novel.

 YOUNG ADULT

Alex does not understand each other with his
classmates. His only motivation to go to class
is Paula. One day, she invites him on a trip to
an old hospital, on the outskirts of the city,
reputed to be haunted.
When you're the new kid at school, someone
may want to take you down a peg. They may
also play a joke on you, even a very cruel
joke. What doesn't usually happen is that you
turn up dead that night.
A joke is a joke, right?

An exciting youth thriller that deals
with topics such as social networks,
bullying and anxiety, from the
expert hand of the writers’ duo.

Alfaguara I&J, June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 192 pp

MALENA
Despite everything, she liked Paula.
She was one of those people that
everyone liked and that had never
had a conflict with anyone. She
listened, smiled and invited to open
our hearts and trust her.
—It was very strange, I was hoping
they would screw me up, but they
ignored me... as if I were invisible,
you know?
—Yes, Lara has to change victims, if
not, she gets bored.
—Today I was born again.
—I'm happy for you, said Paula.
—But I'm sorry for the new one.
—"Alex," Paula sighed moved, "poor
Alex..."

ALEX
Paula did not let herself be carried
away by what the majority did. She
was an independent and special girl.
She was the only one to be kind and
call him by his name. 
He liked her a lot. He liked how she
looked at him, how she chewed on
her pen when she didn't understand
the problems of math, how she never
completely closed the backpack and 
how she pronounced all the letters of
his name. 
The show ended there and Alejo
breathed a grateful sigh. The
students, disappointed by the
outcome, began to leave, but Paula
continued by his side in silence, to
make it clear that she was not afraid
of anyone and that she was his friend.
Alex felt the desire to kiss her, but he
didn't want to do it. Ridiculous. 
Paula was cold. He was in love?

-Half naked and with his sweater tied
around his waist. He took a deep
breath. It would take him centuries to
forget that traumatic day.
"I'm so sorry," Paula muttered, her eyes
teary. “If you wait in the bathroom I'll
bring you a tracksuit of mine and so you
can go home. Maybe it's too small for
you... She looked very affected and
Alex rushed to calm her down.
—Thank you very much, but it's not your
fault. Absolutely! You are the only one
who has helped me.
Paula smiled gratefully, although she
did not relax.
—They have gone too far, it has been
going on for a long time and
you... you don't deserve it, Alex.

PAULA
—We have received a letter from your
tutor. You have been harassing a
colleague. You've gone too far, Paula.
Her parents understood each other
wonderfully when they got together.
However, that one was unfair.
—He was naked! They had taken his
clothes! I only...
—Even worse!
—The more you talk, the more you ruin
it! How could you do this to Lara!
Paula counted to ten before feigning
calm.
—What has Lara's mother told you?
—You know perfectly well that you
accused Lara of having messed with that
boy, while everyone knows that this
boy’s been harrassing her. She can't
understand that you, her friend, are
doing this to her.
—We are not friends of hers and I have
not done anything to her!

* A novel which deals with current topics and

social interest such as bullying, social

networks, anxiety and identity problems.

BEYOND THE JOKE

* A success of Fiction Express: A plot

developed with a teenage classroom and

winner of the Fiction Express Awards 2020.



ESPERANZA LUQUE

Esperanza Luque (Valencia, 1996) is a

writer and journalist. She has always

been passionate about talking about

books on social media and, after a long

break, she decided to create a TikTok

profile. Currently, she has a community

of more than one hundred thousand

followers. You can find it on networks

like @esperanzalruz and check her

TikTok profile with +117k.

 YOUNG ADULT

Charlotte has managed to put her life back
together after her heart was broken, but she
keeps wondering when her life took the
wrong turn.
When she is presented with the opportunity
to change her past, Charlotte doesn't
hesitate. This time, she will make the right
decisions. But which path is correct?
Falling into the arms of the bad boy at
school?
Experiencing first love together with her
best friend?
Or risk her heart and her life in an epic
romance beyond time?

What if you could go back and
choose a different destination?
Discover the first interactive romantic
novel, in which YOU choose the path
to follow.

Molino June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 320 pp

Before I finish speaking I have already
opened the door, which causes
the tinkling of a small bell to warn you
that you have entered clientele. The first
thing that greets us is the strong smell of
incense of the premises. Cough; The
truth is that it bothers me a little scent.
"Go ahead," we heard an unknown
voice, "don't be afraid." to get closer
In fact, I don't get the impression that it
is the query of a psychic if it weren't for
what we've looked at on the internet, I
would have believed that, in effect, it
was a coaching business or even the
office of a psychologist.
—Delighted, I am a witch of the lineage
of those who died
at the Salem trials. —She smiles at us
behind the counter—. I'm here to serve
you.
Martha snorts under her breath in a
mocking tone, which provokes
make my cheeks blush. Can't she
behave a little more discreet way? She
is embarrassing me with her attitude.
"I would like to know how my future is
going to go," she commented.
However, the witch remains doubtful.
-Are you sure? Because I see that she
worries you more about the past.
I am speechless at how quickly she said
that.
"It's not that," she replied, embarrassed.
It's just that I'm...
"I'm sure she'll tell anyone," my
companion whispers to me in the ear-.
“People usually come with their hearts
broken.”
—In you, redhead, I see a skepticism
full of resentment. Don't you worry, I'm
not like that fake witch who scammed
your grandmother. I am a real one.

OTHER VERSIONS OF OUR STORY
Now it is Martha who is silent. The witch
has nailed it: that's exactly what
happened. Her grandmother spent a
fortune on calls to a person who
promised to put her in touch with her
husband from the Beyond.
—So—the woman points at me with her
eyes—tell me about that past that
keeps you awake.
“I've been with a guy for almost four
years and we broke up months ago. I
wasn't very happy at that time and I'm
not very happy now. I can’t stop thinking
about what would have happened if...”
—You would have made different
decisions.
I swallow, uncomfortable. I can't help
but think about the conversation with
Martha the day before.
"I imagine," I answer, looking down. But,
well, I I want to know if the future...”
—And how much do you want to live,
what would have happened if you had
acted differently? —She interrupts me.
—Eh... —I remain thoughtful before her
question—. I'm sorry, but I have lost
myself. How to "live what would have
happened"?
The witch sketches a tender smile. It's as 
—In your eyes I see the desire to be
able to know different paths. To know
what could have been, but not only to
know it: to live it Live other realities,
even other loves that stayed. I'm here to
help you," she continues. So I can you
offer your consciousness to travel in time
so you can discover it by yourself. Well,
actually it's a jump between dimensions.
If you want, we can do a regression so
you know how it was, one of your past
lives. And, of course, what were your
great loves. What do you prefer?

> If Charlotte chooses regression, she
goes to the NEXT CHAPTER

> If Charlotte chooses to time travel,
she goes to CHAPTER 6 (page 34)

> If Charlotte chooses to leave the
consultation, she goes to CHAPTER 7
(page 38)



SUSANA RUBIO

Susana Rubio began her literary career

by self-publishing her works. 

Thanks to the good reception, she

made herself a place in traditional

publishing houses. She graduated in

Pedagogy from the Rovira i Virgili

University of Tarragona, and combines

her work in her own pedagogical

practice with writing.

 With her novels she achieved great

success, placing herself among

Amazon's best-selling authors.

It was with the Alexia Saga – Alexia's

Secrets, Alexia's Doubts and Alexia's

Choice – that Rubio made the leap to

bookstores. Since then, she has also

published I Have A Whatsapp and the

series All My Friends, among other

works.

YOUNG ADULT

Four friends decide to create an app for
finding love, but in the process, love surprises
them: Vera has been going out with her
boyfriend Andrés for three years, but then
Alejandro shows up and things get
complicated. Adriadna and Max are Vera’s
best friends, but sometimes they have secrets
between them. 
LoveInApp brings the four together in a
surprising way.

Montena, November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

A wedding to prepare.
A bride who is not so sure.
A group of friends who have always been
there.
And a love from the past which is bac to stay
in her little universe.
Do you want to know how Vera and
Alejandro's story ends?

Susana Rubio is back with LoveInApp,
a new YA romance series about a group
of friends who want to have fun and
explore love through a new exciting
app!

#1 Vera And Her World

Montena, September 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

The story of four sisters between the ages of
14 and 21 who live in a village in the middle of
the forest near San Sebastián. The sisters, who
live with their father, are scarred by the death
of their mother in a traffic accident when they
were little. In this new duology we will follow
their romances and their struggle to overcome
the death of their mother and find their way.

Montena, June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

A reunion, a breakup, a new adventure, an
illusion...
Whatever happens, they will always be together
because family is the most important thing in their
lives. This is the continuation of the story of the
Luna sisters, a story full of feelings, laughter and
tears. A story that will warm your heart, that will
make you value life and that will make you smile.

Susana Rubio returns with a new
duology that will make you fall in love
and captivate you until the end
featuring 4 very different sisters and
their coming of age.

#1 A Sky Full Of Clouds

Montena, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

50,000 copies 
sold of the author's

previous series!

#2 Our Little Universe #2 A Sky Full Of Stars

THE LUNA SISTERSLOVEIN APP



YOUNG ADULT

IMPERFECT CHRISTMAS

Olivia Rivera hates Christmas. And
Noah Merry. Noah Merry hates that
Olivia is so stubborn, proud and
spiteful. And he also hates that she
insists on making his life difficult
without caring that he is her boss. 25
days. 25 Christmas tests. A TikTok
account broadcasting everything live.
Trouble, deception, reproaches and a
good portion of resentment. What
could go wrong?

A fun, exciting and beautiful Christmas
story with a protagonist who hates
Christmas but will be captivated by its
magic during her holiday job at the
Merry Hotel with a very intriguing
boss...

Montena, November 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 480 pp.

OLIVIA
“What don't you understand, dear?"
—Nicholas asks to Avery.
It's hard to get mad at him, I think as I
watch him caress, distracted by the
thick white beard. He's like a fucking
Santa Claus. Next to him, his wife,
Nora, is just as sweet and kind, she
does have a maternal look and a
typical movie grandmother's smile.
Damn, they're taking advantage of
that, I have no doubt.
"What Avery is trying to say is that he
doesn't understand that we have to
spend time together outside of our
working hours," I intervene to help my
colleague. Silence settles in the
room in a somewhat uncomfortable
way, I have that gift. Maybe I'm a
little harsh speaking, but I like it.
—No, what I don't understand is the
calendar thing. I don’t mind spending
more time with you!
I roll my eyes as many smile at him. 
—The problem is that we noticed
that there was no Christmas spirit.
Except for Roberto, who delighted
us with a series of new cocktails. The
Merry Hotel has always been a family
business. We have families with small
children who deserve to enjoy these
holidays properly. We are in New
York, guys! The city of Christmas!
—It's a joke, right? You can't force us
to do Xmas stuff, that's not in the
contract!
—Come on, we can include some
activity for your birthday and
celebrate it!”  I was born on
December 25th and my father loves
to remind everyone that I was his
Christmas present.

—We are not going to do absolutely
anything for my birthday.—I tell him
very seriously.
"It's a shame you don't want to
celebrate," he says then, my boss-. I still
remember that year when your father
bought you that pretty elf costume.
Noah Merry has dark brown hair and
although I'm sure even though he uses a
good hairspray, he always looks casual.
He has blue or gray eyes, depending on
the day, beard of various days, a rogue
smile very in keeping with his
personality that brings out shine every
time he wants to achieve something or
bother someone. He nails his outfit with
a dimple that looks too good on him, in
my opinion.

NOAH
I close the door and watch the way
Olivia drills me with her look. I should
say I'm not having fun, but that’d be
lying. She has dark eyes, long brown
hair, almost black, pretty impressive
full lips and a fucking perfect nose.
She entertains me by pissing her off.
Asher, my best friend, says that what
actually happens is that she turns me
on, but it's not true.
She doesn't turn me on, no. With her
things are a little more complex.
We're only a year apart, now she's
almost twenty-five and I am twenty-
six, but when I met her, we were two
brats running around my grandparents'
hotel and, even then, there were days
when we couldn't even see each
other. 

CHERRY CHIC

My name is Lorena, although in the

worlds of the internet everyone

already knows me as Cherry Chic. I

was born in May 1987 and I don't

remember when I first dreamed of

writing a book, but I know that it all

started when my parents bought me

an Olivetti and enrolled me in typing

as a child. Today I can say that I have

fulfilled my dream of making a living

from my books, giving life to my

characters.

Cherry Chic’s books have sold more

than 50,000 copies (20K of her self-

published books) and her series are

numerous: No Sea, Braves, Dunes,

Rose Lake and the new stand alones

The Time We Had and Imperfect

Christmas.

Blockbuster
author:

+50,000 copies
sold of

her books!
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YOUNG ADULT

#1 In Rose Lake there is a Free Library mailbox
contest every Christmas and the neighbour
with the most beautiful book box wins.
There’s an autumn festival that includes pumpkin
auctions and axe chopping contests.
There is only one restaurant. There is a lake, of course,
surrounded by mountains and thick forests, and the
population is barely more than a thousand people.

It is, according to Vera, the perfect village to make
a comeback. According to Maia, it is a lost corner
of the world, among the mountains of Oregon.
According to Martin, it is the best place to be
born in and to grow up. And according to Kellan...
For him, Rose Lake is the most beautiful and painful
place in the world.

#2 In 7 years a lot can happen.

Ashley Jones would tell that in 7 yeas one can learn
everything about losing and getting the most vital in
life. 
Brody Sanders would tell you that they are enough to
plan the perfect revenge.

Maia Campbell would say that, with a lot of effort and
a big family's support, you can rule your new life like
no one imagined. 
And Kellan Hyland... Well, if you ask him, he would
probably look at you through his sunglasses and
would ignore you completely while bringing his
attention back to the guitar. 

A new Cherry Chic saga where
the events take place in a small
Oregon town: the mythical Rose
Lake. Love and the struggle to start
over in a new country will mark the
pages of this new saga.

#1 When the Heavens Break and the Stars Fall

Montena, May 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 480 pp

#2 When Winter Ends and We Fly Once Again

Liam and Grace: a story of love
and memories impossible to
forget. A new and essential
standalone by Cherry Chic.

Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 480 pp

Blockbuster
author:

+50,000 copies
sold of

her books!

ROSE LAKE THE TIME WE HAD

Liam O’Callaghan and Grace Fitzgerald are
neighbors and best friends. A life united by
the care of their respective farms and a unique
love story that will be born with a pact: meet
every two years to sign a contract and bury it
inside a box under the Fairy Tree. Over time we
will see how this relationship evolves, its good
and bad moments, discovering new things
together, what it means to share a whole life
with another person, etc. In short, a song to
love, friendship and unforgettable memories.

"Are you ready to sign?" he asked, taking a pen
out of the pants 
“First we have to read it aloud.” 
“What for?” 
“So that we both agree.” 
"Of course we agree. We've done it together,
Grace!” I gave him a dirty look and he sighed
so hard that his black bangs fell on his eyes, he
left them covered for a moment until he
snorted and put his hair back up.
“Fine, read it.” 
"I'll read one part and you the other." 
He was going to snort again, but I glared at him
so badly that in the end he didn't. But, his blue
eyes became smaller, as they always did when
he was annoyed with me. I did not care.
Actually, Liam had little patience and it wasn't
my fault he never wanted to do things the right
way. As we should. I opened the notebook on
the first page and read: 

We, Liam O'Callaghan and Grace Fitzgerald,
promise to be friends for all of our lives. No matter
how many times we fight or that Liam is a bit silly
sometimes or that Grace is a tiny bit bossy. The
important thing is that we love each other, and we
will always, always, always find a way to get back
together. 
"Why am I 'a bit silly and you are only 'a tiny bit
bossy’? You're very bossy, Grace.” 
"Nonsense. Read your part.” 
His brow wrinkled, but he yanked hard on the
notebook that I had and read: 
We sign this contract today, June 23, because
tonight we will celebrate the summer solstice party
and so we will know when to return to dig it up and
sign again. We will sign every two years to show
that best friends can be for life. 
I nodded, pleased and proud of that part; I had
come up with it . Actually, I wanted to sign every
year, but Liam said no. That it was a lot of work to
dig up a time capsule every year. 
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YOUNG ADULT

#1 Cherry Chic’s got all the ingredients for a highly addictive treat.
And just like the best summer of your life, you won’t want it to
end. Three cousins, one summer, a house and beach bar
overlooking the ocean. Felipe has lost his job, his girlfriend
cheated on him with his best friend, and he’s been dragged into
living with his childish cousins. He’s got one summer to get his life
on track, and if that weren’t enough, a girl who looks like she’s got
more problems than him just showed up, and she’s irresistible… If
life turns your world upside down… enjoy the view! 

#2 In that same remote southern village, just a few meters away,
our hero, Jorge de las Dunas, tries to survive life with his cousins,
and he wonders if he’ll ever be able to focus on the things he
wants from life, rather than his family’s needs. Tragically, our
heroine never gets to make decisions, not even when they affect
her own life. Meanwhile, our hero has spent his whole life making
decisions and trying to do his best, to do what’s right. She needs
to recover her freedom. He needs to start fighting for the things he
wants. She is plagued by questions. So is he, though he doesn’t
know it. One stormy night, with only the rain and the raging sea as
witnesses, their lives cross paths. Our hero and heroine find one
another. To learn more, you’ll have to read on…

#3 The bad thing about growing up obsessed with Disney is that
you get older. The good thing is that, as you grow up, you can
choose to keep believing. Mario Dunes has spent his whole life
preparing himself to find his ideal princess. In his imagination it's
clear: she'll be sweet, giggly, brave and he'll like nothing better
than to sit and watch a children's film together. Everything is going
well, until she comes along and shows him that sometimes
princesses wear black lipstick, have tattoos, are sharp-tongued
and would rather stick pins in their eyes than watch a Disney film.
This is a tale in which the princess does not want to be a princess
and the prince is the one who is waiting for his true love. A story to
dream, laugh and cry because, sometimes, happy endings require
not one but many battles.

The sea, the passion and the right kind
of romance all come together at a
beach bar on the coast in this series. 

#1 All My Answers

Montena, May/June 2021 - January 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 × 215 mm, 480 pp.

Blockbuster
author:

+50,000 copies
sold of

her books!

#1 She is impulsive, wild and rebellious by nature. He is responsible,
intense and restrained. She dreams of meeting again and, at the
same time, she is crazy to run away aimlessly. He just wants to
dedicate himself to the work that fills him so much and understand
something. She returns to the campsite where her family has always
spent the summer in the hope of finding peace. He is at his family's
campsite enjoying his vacations and a peace that will end with his
arrival. Her name is Victoria Corleone Leon. This is Adam Lendbeck
Acosta. And together... together they can be everything. Or
nothing.

#2 She is impulsive and superstitious.
He is a fighter, persevering and demanding.
She has her life ahead of her and no plan in sight.
He has achieved the dream for which he has always fought and he
feels that something is missing.
She needs to make plans.
Him, start undoing them.
Her name is Emma. This is Oscar.
And they still don't know... But his paths are destined to cross.

#3 The Braves universe is back.
The characters saga continues with Junior, Oliver and Daniela
Acosta's son who works as a surgeon in Los Angeles and thinks that
nothing is missing in life...

Montena, January 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 480 pp

#1 All My Doubts

#1 All My Hopes

#1 She, Me, And The Great
Idea of Being Brave

#2 He, Me, And The Great
Idea of Burning Paris

#3 You and Me Even If The 
World Burns

Making the decision to be brave has
never put so much at stake.

DUNES BRAVES



JUAN ARCONES

JUAN ARCONES (Madrid, 1986).

Writer, director and scriptwriter. He

licensed from Audiovisual

Communication in the Universidad

Complutense de Madrid and finished

his studies at the New York Film

Academy in New York.

 He is a very successful Wattpad

author and his publicaations so far

are: Someone For You Saga,

Dextrocardiaco, Eternal Love and My

Likely Favorite.

YOUNG ADULT

SOMEONE FOR...

Although he continues to work on his anxiety
issues, everything seems to be going better
in Óscar’s life since his father left town
and he is temporarily living with his openly
lesbian aunt Aurora, who is helping him as
much as possible. on his way to maturity.
Pablo and he have a beautiful and almost
fairytale relationship, but the appearance of an
old friend of Pablo’s and an anonymous boy
who doesn’t stop writing messages to Óscar will
put their relationship to the test more than ever.

If Someone For You left you wanting
more and Someone For Me stole your
heart, here comes the continuation of
the perfectly imperfect love story.

#1 Someone For Me

Random Comics, January 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 336 pp

#3 Someone For Us#2 Someone For You

Random Comics, July 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

MY LIKELY FAVORITE

Simon is a 19-year-old boy with tremendous
bad luck. He studies Mathematics and lives
on the outskirts of Barcelona in a shared
apartment with a roommate whom he hates.
Jae-young is a new Korean student who is
practically perfect in everything,
gorgeous... and with whom he will
antagonize from minute one due to a series
of misunderstandings.

Love affairs, a napkin with the answer to one
of the biggest mysteries

Simon Castel's life is completely
shaken when one day he crosses
paths with Jae-young, a new Korean
student...

• Audiovisual rights under option!



ADRIANA CRIADO

Adriana Criado was born in Granada

(1996), where she currently resides.

She graduated in Tourist

Accommodation Management and

also in Tourist Guide, Assistance and

Information, although her true

passion is writing. She loves reading

and writing above all, but she is also

passionate about traveling. She

began writing at a very young age,

publishing for the first time at 15

years old. She had several co-edited

and self-published books before

making the leap to publishing in 2020

with The Rebirth of the Wings and in

2021 with Pirates of the Firmament,

two romantic fantasy novels. The

Cliché Trilogy is her first

contemporary romantic project.

YOUNG ADULT

Rule number 1: my house, my friends’. Rule
number 2: see, hear, shut up. Rule number
3: no making out with my friends.
Spencer Haynes must abide by three simple
rules when she is forced to leave everything
behind and move across town to live with her
stepbrother Jordan. However, rule number
3 is jeopardized when Spencer meets
the blue eyes of Nate, who challenges her
to discover a new version of herself.
The attraction between them is uncontrollable,
but... will they break the most important
rule? Will Spencer be able to put her bad
reputation behind her and start over?

The new revelation trilogy of
romantic youth literature, in
the purest Wattpad style.

#1 Bad Reputation

Alfaguara I&J, April 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416

A new course begins at Keens University. The
Wolves are forced to share their ice rink with
the skating team, bringing together the two
most opposite people on campus. Sasha lives
in the wake of the best skater in the country,
her mother. Torres needs to save his family
from his worst enemy, his father. Sasha is
arrogant. Torres, very proud. And they hate
each other. Will they let their feelings distract
them from the path to the success they so
desire?

Alfaguara I&J, October 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416

CLICHÉ SERIES

#2 Poor Devil

SPENCER
—So we're going from seeing each other a
couple of times a year to living together,”
Jordan says as I drive.
—I feel the invasion.
—Nah, you know I don't care. But there are
rules.
I raise an eyebrow and look away for a second
to look at him. Jordan smiles sideways and I
turn my attention to the road. “Rules,” I repeat,
he lets out an “uh-huh.” As which?
—The guys on the team come whenever they
feel like it. That son't be surprised to find that
someone stays to sleep in the living room
without warn.
—And the rule is…?
—Rule number one: my house, my friends'
house. Right now you are an intruder, so they
have more power than you under my roof.
I guess it makes sense. It's so typical of him to
want to set limits and having everything under
control which doesn't really surprise me.
-Good. What else?
—Rule number two: see, hear, shut up. What
happens in my group, it stays between us. We
are not going to behave because you are here,
I have promised in your name that you will be
discreet.
"Rule number three and the most important," he
continues, "No make out with my friends. I burst
out laughing at that. “I mean it, and so
seriously. He turns right on the next one.
"Are you worried that I'll hook up with one of
your friends, anyway?"
"We are single," he explains to me, "we are
university students and we just want to have a
good time. And I know perfectly well that
anyone would have a great time with you. I
don’t want drama. Because they are my best
friends and you are part of me family. I don't
want to be in the situation of having to choose
anyone, you understand?

NATE
Is this the chick Jordan was with last night?
How the hell did I not notice her? I was so
wasted that I didn't realize this girl was right
next to me. Fuck. She seems not to care
about my presence, as she leans forward and
steals one of the donuts from the box. I find it
impossible to stop looking  while she takes a
bite. She frowns.
-What?
None of us usually sleeps with girls after
having sex, like that we avoid awkward
moments on both sides, goodbyes or even
the lucidity of the next morning. No chick that
has ever slept with me and no one that has
ever slept with Jordan. What does she have
that he let her stay? She clears her throat and
arches one of her sharp eyebrows again. I
notice that I haven't responded. I remain
silent, contemplating her. For a second, just
one, I get nervous.
"I don't usually see my friends' dates...later," I
answer. Although she looks at me as if she
had just spoken Chinese. “Oh, the blowjobs
you have to do so Jordan let you stay.”
Her donut stays halfway to her open mouth. 
Then she slowly closes her mouth and frowns
at the same time.
-Excuse me?
I consider talking to her in sign language, but I
think she has heard perfectly. I just put on my
best innocent face,
—Hey, man, did you seriously just ask me if I
give blowjobs?
"I haven't asked you, I've stated it. You are the
first girl who I see that he sleeps with.
Jordan appears in the kitchen at that very
moment, yawning. “Spens, this is my best
friend, Nate. And Nate… this is my stepsister,
Spencer.” My smile disappears in a flash.
That's why it was familiar to me.
Oh shit.



MERCEDES RON

Mercedes Ron always dreamed of

writing. She began by publishing her

first stories on Wattpad, where more

than 50 million readers were hooked

on her books, and made the leap to

bookstores in 2017 with Montena’s

imprint, launching the Culpables saga,

a publishing phenomenon that has

been translated into more than ten

languages   and will have its own movie

adaptation by Amazon Prime. 

Her success was followed by the

sagas Enfrentados (Ivory and Ebony)

and Dímelo (Tell Me Softly, Tell Me

Secretly, Tell Me with Kisses), which

consolidated the author as a

benchmark in youth romantic

literature with more than a million

copies sold.

Her new saga Bali has become a best-

seller in less than 3 months since its

publication.

YOUNG ADULT

Alex Lenox has always been clear about his future, and
he is flying private jets, traveling the world and enjoying
all the pleasures that his job and position offers him.
But one day his friend will convince him to spend
a month on a remote island in Bali. Not even
in his wildest dreams would he imagine that
there he would meet the love of his life...
Nikki Hill is a simple girl, her whole life has been
spent on a small island that she adores above all
things. With four different jobs, she barely has
time to think about anything but her animals, but
then one day she meets Alexander Lenox...
What begins as a summer love will become a
maelstrom of feelings, hidden secrets and halftruths
that will make Alex and Nikki live a romance
for which neither of them is prepared.

Love, sea, sex, secrets, lies, sunsets and rice
paddies will make up the perfect setting for
Alex and Nikki to end up immersed in a love
story that will make everyone, including
them, sigh at the thought of an island... 
a small island in Bali.

Montena, May/November 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp

Tell Me Softly, Tell Me In Secret, Tell Me With Kisses

30 Sunsets To Fall In Love
10,000 Miles To Find You

Nicholas Leister was created
to suck the life out of me.
Tall, blue eyes, hair as dark as
the night sky… Sounds great,
doesn’t it? Well not so much
when you  find out that he’s
going to be your
stepbrother... 

Montena, June 2017 / January 2018
Softcover, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp

+1.5 M copies
sold!

13 translations!

#1 Ivory

Three friends. Two brothers. One Love.
Discover the most romantic trilogy of
Mercedes Ron.

Montena, April 2021
Softcover, 154 x 216 mm, 416 pp

Kamila Hamilton must decide between the two Di Bianco
brothers: Thiago or Taylor... Taylor or Thiago. Choosing
one means giving up the other, but how can she leave a
part of herself behind? Thiago makes him touch the sky
with his fingers; Taylor knows that she will never let go of
his hand. But when Kami thinks her heart has finally
decided, the most real nightmare is about to begin. Will
Taylor and Thiago be up to the task? 

Rights sold:
France (Hachette)
Italy (Salani)
isreael (Ahavot)
Germany (PRH)
Greece (Psichogios)
Portugal (Presença)
Russia (AST)
Czech Republic (Dobrovsky)
Hungary (Menó Könyvek)
Poland (Harde)
Romania (Bookzone)
Serbia (Vulkan)
USA (Bloom Books)

#1 Ebony

Three friends. Two brothers. One Love.
Discover the most romantic trilogy of
Mercedes Ron.

Montena, April 2021
Softcover, 154 x 216 mm, 416 pp

Kamila Hamilton must decide between the two
Di Bianco brothers: Thiago or Taylor... Taylor or
Thiago. Choosing one means giving up the other,
but how can she leave a part of herself behind?
Thiago makes him touch the sky with his fingers;
Taylor knows that she will never let go of his hand.
But when Kami thinks her heart has finally decided,
the most real nightmare is about to begin. Will
Taylor and Thiago be up to the task? 

Your hot stepbrother embodies
everything that you’ve been running
away from ever since you could think
rationally. 
“Danger” was the first thing that came
to mind when I met him and discovered
that he lives a double life -
unbeknownst to his multimillionaire
father. How did I end up falling for
him? Easy – with those eyes he can
turn your world upside down.

My Fault Your Fault Our Fault

120,000 
copies sold!

140,000 
copies sold!

15,000
copies sold
in 3 months!

BALI MY FAULT

FACE TO FACE
TELL ME



FANTASY · YOUNG ADULT

Ovidia belongs to a secret society of witches.
However, she is distrusted by many of her peers
due to the nature of her powers. She has to keep
them as quiet as possible. On the night of
Samhain, Ovidia finds the leader of her society
brutally murdered, and everyone believes that
she is the culprit. Before she can stand trial,
Noam, her greatest rival, rescues her.
Perhaps, for Noam, she is not a rival... but
something else.

Alfaguara I&J, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 360 pp

Here comes the romantic fantasy
duology that will dazzle readers
of Sarah J. Maas, Jennifer
Armentrout and Shelby Mahurin.

NILOA GRAY

• A YA romantic fantasy book, the genre that triumphs

among teenagers right now.

* A fast-paced novel, with a mystery plot and an

enigmatic boy who will steal the hearts of readers.

* An author with a history: self-published, acclaimed,

published by PRHGE.

Niloa Gray is for coffee and cats.

And from time to time, she writes

too. Born in 1997 in a coastal city

of Barcelona, she graduated in

English Philology and has a

Master's Degree in Anglo-Saxon

Literature and Culture. At the age

of seventeen, she began creating

literary content on the Internet in

her free time, and today she

dedicates herself to it part-time,

with thousands of followers on

the most well-known platforms of

the moment. 

Author of fantastic and romantic

literature, and giving voice to the

most vulnerable groups, Niloa

promises to be a breath of fresh

air for new adult literature.

The shadows always accompanied
her. As strange as it might seem, she
hadn't had a hard time getting used
to it to them. After all, they were
part of her being. They were born
from her. They were strange and
fascinating in her own way. They had
always been three, and although at
first she had wanted to avoid it so as
not to feel more affection than she
should have, she had named them.
Ovidia opened the window a little,
she felt the afternoon breeze of that
September 23rd. That day was one
of the most important dates for her
people: the autumn equinox.The
entire Sensible Society would be
there that evening. The carriage
turned sharply and Ovidia knew that
they were entering on the path that
led to the entrance of the Academy.
The representatives of the Society
would choose a Sensitive under
twenty years old to make the
Samhain speech next 31 October. It
was an opportunity to give way to the
new generations and so that the
Sensible Society could see the
speakers of each celebration as new
possible representatives. Whoever
led the Society was not someone
chosen at random, but every ten
years a vote was held so that there
would be a representative of each
type of witch: of the Night, of the
Day, of the Earth, Gray and Seer. And
then, decided which of them would
be the leader.
And even though she was a possible
candidate, what continued to fill
Ovidia's concern was not being able
to control herself.

And suddenly, it seemed as if time had
stopped for everyone in that room. And
right at the entrance to the great hall,
dressed in an opulent suit and followed
by his parents, the boy who had broken
her heart appeared in front of everyone
with that familiar walk. Ovidia stood
petrified, her old pain suffocating her
again from the deepest. And a moment
later, she felt that honey-toned look.
The look of Noam Clearheart.
I“t's happening again, she thought.
—Feste… What is that?
The small shadow did not turn, but
Ovidia could sense it in her mind:
You know what it is, sister.
The shadow began to take shape until it
looked almost human, like a girl of
Ovidia's age, no more than fifteen or
sixteen years-old. It was just like her
other companion, all black, with
undefined edges and two bright yellow
spheres. Ovidia looked at her face.
Sister. A pleasure to meet you.
Ovidia's eyes widened, but she didn't
notice. It moved. The vibration of her
body seemed to be in accordance with
the voice of that shadow, which seemed
more like a slight echo within the stay.
I can end the cause of this pain,
sister.
It's true, Feste answered for her, and
turned around, hers golden eyes shining
with the same tone as the new shadow.
We can do whatever you ask of
us.
-Where you come from? —Ovidia
whispered, getting up, and the shadow
imitated her. Why do you appear just
now?
Your pain has woken me up. You
have called me and here I am.

WITCHES KINGDOM 1:
LONGING FOR SHADOWS



ALBA ZAMORA

Alba Zamora (Madrid, 2001) is

an author of youth literature

who combines writing with a

degree in Medicine and her

TikTok channel, in which she

shares with her almost

200,000 followers her passion

for books and her dream (still

in the process of fulfilled) of

becoming a fictional heroine.

FANTASY YOUNG ADULT

DREAMS
Everything was normal until the dreams
started. From a magical world, inhabited by
wonderful creatures and in which he, Derek,
appears. Mysterious, attractive and with
whom he shares a bond that not even she
understands. But when dreams begin to take
over her life, Alessa must make a decision:
stay and face madness or travel to another
world and find the boy her soul longs for.

REALITY
But Alessa's new world is not what she
expected: there is evil and corruption. And
then there's Derek, who is no longer the boy
she fell in love with in her dreams. He is
distant, cruel and leads the army of an unjust
kingdom that segments its inhabitants by
species and in which Alessa's humanity has no
place.

A romantic fantasy from one of the
booktokers of the moment, perfect
for fans of Jennifer L. Armentrout and
Sarah J. Maas.

Molino, October 2023
Softcover with flaps, 1150 x 215 mm, 352 pp

I noticed the knot in my stomach again.
I didn’t want to talk to him but I
couldn't keep it all to myself or blame
my friends. I knew I could trust Darío.
"When you left, I saw Derek at the
door," I said, looking at my legs that
kept moving nervously. I swear it was
very real, more than other times.
I started seeing him awake five days
ago, after the dream of the Plaza. —
He nodded his head-. When I’m
sleepy, I start seeing visions of him. I
saw him and the strange creatures. —
Darío laughed at the description, but I
continued with my gaze downcast. —
When you left..., Darío, I can swear to
you that he was
really there. He was as real as anyone
else. I do not know why.
Maybe what's happening to me is more
serious than I thought...
I couldn't continue talking, I felt
pressure in my chest which forced me
to take a deep breath. Darío did not
move, he waited for me to recover.
—What's wrong with me? “Please,
Dario,” I murmured, raising the look for
the first time. I don't want jokes or
games. 
"Alessa," he murmured, "I want you to
listen to me carefully, OK? —I nodded
—. I'm not going to lie to you, I never
have. 
His eyes were shining. He was being
sincere.—So please, I need you to
believe me, to open your
mind and to deconstruct everything
you have always thought was true for
a… —he put his hand to his chin—
different reality.
—Okay, I'm listening to you.
—You see, let's start from the basis
that you have been taught that your
world is the only one. 

 And I'm not talking about planets, I'm
talking about realities," he clarified. “Do
you know the theory of multiverse?”
According to this theory there are infinite
parallel universes. And it's true.
I looked at him waiting for him to explain
himself better. 
— If several universes coexist among
themselves... could we pass from one to
another? Yes we can.
No one knows that these other universes
exist, for obvious reasons.
There is a prophecy that says that there are
people who are born in the universe that
does not belong to them. As you might
guess, it is rare for this to happen to
someone, it happens once every thousands
of years.
—And how do you know when someone
doesn't belong to the world
what corresponds to it?
—I knew it right away.
It took me a few seconds to react. I
couldn't hide my surprise upon hearing the
teacher's statement.
—I started having dreams a long time ago,
a long time ago. When I turned 21.
—Weren't you 26 years old?
—I've been 26 for a long time, Alessa.
—What does that mean?
—It means that you humans have to start
considering that you are not the only ones
in the universe. That there are people like
you in other realities, but not only that.
There is magic and darkness. There is also
evil and corruption.
But her dire warning went over my head. I
could only
think about one thing:
«Everything I have always dreamed of is
real. The magic is real.

CHRONICLES OF HIRAIA 1:
FORBIDDEN DESTINATION



MYRIAM M. LEJARDI

Myriam M. Lejardi (1987) was

born in Madrid, but lives in a

small town near the capital,

whose name she does not

want to mention because it

has a very ugly rhyme. Her

hobbies include reading,

making avocado toast at odd

hours, and adopting more cats

than she is capable of

managing. In 2019 she

published Of love and other

pandemics (Molino) and will

soon publish How (not) to fall

in love (La Galera).

HOT FANTASY · YOUNG ADULT

Girl meets boy. Boy tries to pick up girl.
Girl tries to exorcise boy. Normal, wow.
When Milena discovers that her neighbor Bel is
a demon, her plan of action is clear: she must
return him to Hell to rid humanity of his evil
influence. But Bel isn’t just devilishly handsome,
he’s also interesting, passionate, rebellious,
and willing to offer her a deal that’s hard to
refuse. So how not to fall into temptation?
Bel, on the other hand, sees in Milena the
perfect opportunity not to return to hell, as
long as she decides to help him. And although
the girl seems immune to her neighbor’s
charms, he draws on six millennia of experience
in the art of seduction; so it is impossible
for you to lose in this game of deception.
What’s the worst that could happen? After
all, demons don’t fall in love, do they?

A romantic comedy about
the ultimate bad boy: the
devil himself

Molino, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

BEL

Have you ever tried to tell another
person your whole life? Maybe not
all, just the important events. Would
you know where to start? Now,
imagine that instead of almost a
couple of decades (being very
optimistic), you have been around for
more than six millennia. Imagine, too,
that whether whoever listens offers
you their help depends on this
conversation.
I must choose my words carefully, so
this is what I explain to Milena.
I was created in the year 4004 BC, a
wonderful initiative for which I am still
grateful today and for which I am sure
God repents.
Like any other demon, I started as an
angel and lived during a season in
Heaven. Do you want to know how it
is? Boring. It's the problem with
perfection, it cannot be enjoyed by
the lack of contrast. The endless
gardens lack winter; the immaculate
buildings, cracks; the clouds; rain.To
sum it up: God created Hell to be
able to kick our ass as far as possible.
There, Lucifer, instead of learning her
lesson, continued to be determined
to mess it up. Time after time. She no
longer talks about usurping the place
of God (she loves to rule Hell from
that terrifying throne that she had
built for her), now what obsesses her
is to destroy humanity.
Once these points are established,
let's get to the important thing: why
am I here?

To tell you the truth, they haven't given
me many details. Three months ago,
Gabriel went down to Hell and, after
complaining for hours from the smell of
sulphur (thanks to which I verified that
he's still annoying), he proposed a deal:
spend half a year on Earth.
We used to come a lot. We adopted
human forms (some, like Beelzebub's
weirdo, they preferred to resemble a
furry full of steroids) and we whispered
little things in your ears. We were
allowed do this because you have free
will and, before the thing got out of
hand; they figured you could use a
certain dose of temptation to celebrate
when you chose the right path.
Until what happened in Sodom and
Gomorrah, then the temptation got out
of hand. It was me, has anyone told
you? The Best party mankind has ever
seen, and I'm including Tomorrowland.
A wonderful mess.
The deal that they have offered me is
the following: after the test period, I
will be subjected to a trial to assess
how I have behaved. If I don't mess it up
too much, I will be acquitted and I will
be able to go back to Heaven
And this is what I tell Milena.
What I don't tell her is that, before
Mammon left Hell, Lucifer ordered us to
get in contact with her once we were
on Earth. I don't tell her either that we
have done it and that she has demanded
that we take advantage of this
opportunity to destroy people, and we
better think of something decent . She
has threatened to torture us for a couple
hundred years if we fail
The last thing I leave out is that there's
one more demon in town: Beelzebub.

HELLFRIEND
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REBECA STONES

INSATIABLE &
UNGOVERNABLE

Rebeca Stones was born in 2000

in Vigo, a city with which she is

terribly in love. Her creativity has

accompanied her since her cradle

and her constant desire to

create has pushed her to fill

hundreds of notebooks with

overwhelming stories. At the age

of ten, Rebeca opened her own

YouTube channel, which already

has more than 900,000

followers. Her three books,

Timantti, Ocho and Sinergia, are

among the top books for young

people.

Montena, September/December 2022
Softcover with flaps, 149 x 215 mm, 448 pp
FR sold to: Russia (AST)

HOT ROMANCE · NEW ADULT

Life is a constant roller coaster, and Romeo is
not in a good moment: he must learn to overcome
a breakup, he must fight to find out who
he really is and all this without losing that smile
that characterizes him. But what happens when
you get tired of pretending that everything is
fine? When you no longer have the strength to
be the smiling friend, the perfect son and the
boy who charms everyone with his attitude?
Insatiable is the story of Romeo’s explosion. A
story full of surprises and disappointments starring
characters that will give a lot to talk about.

If Ungovernable left you on the verge,
this is your moment. The new Rebeca
Stones novel is already here.

Chloe, a professional fencer, decides to leave
everything behind and move to Seville to start
from scratch. There she will have to face her
fears, discover who she is and fight against
the burning desire that her coach awakens in
her. New friends, new routine and dozens of
secrets that will stir everything up. Will Chloe
be ready? Are you ready to know its history?

"We should talk about what
happened yesterday," I propose.
"About what happened in your
bed, Félix," I clarify.
—Do you remember what you did?
—She asks me, crossing her
arms.
—Yes, I remember everything.
-Because you did? —When asking
the question she presses her
jaw, expect the worst.
—Do you want me to be honest
with you?
—I don't expect anything else.
I've been thinking all morning about
how to tell him what I felt last
night, I walked down the street
talking to myself as if I were crazy
rehearsing a monologue that I don't
remember right now not a single
word.
—I was drunk, seeing you made
me horny and when you you put
me in bed, an uncontrollable desire
appeared in me to... -I pause, I
don't even know what I had.
Desire-. From kissing you, I guess.
Félix closes his eyes and lets out a
long sigh that destabilizes me, I
don't know what he's thinking and
I'd love to know.
—Do you regret it? —He asks
concisely.
-Don't know.
—If I played along with you
yesterday, would you have liked it?
—I don't know, Felix. —By
answering so hesitantly, I notice
how he loses his nerve a little. He
wants clear answers and I am not
able to give him any.

40,000
copies sold!

Do you want to know? —His eyes
give me a sharp look, full of desire
and lust. Maybe it's that look that
makes me It's disconcerting,
because I don't know what he
means by his question. Félix
approaches me and I get up from
the bench to be at his level.
--Do you want to check if you
would regret it or not?
His hand grabs my shirt to bring me
even closer to him, so much so that
his lips are a breath away from
mine. His eyes make the same
journey a couple of times: they land
on mine and go down to my mouth.
Right now I feel like I'm at his
mercy, but not in a bad way: I know
I could stop this situation, I know I
could leave at any moment...
"I'm going to kiss you, Romeo," he
announces. And I know he says it
because he wants to ask my
permission, because he wants to
tell me what he is going to do.
do in case I want to turn back. I
know he's controlling to the beast
inside him and I don't want him to
control it anymore.
"Do it," he whispered.
And he does it. He does it with
force, showing me the desire he
had to eat my mouth His juicy lips
absorb mine and his tongue slides
inside my mouth, making me
shudder completely.
Do you want more? —He asks,
suffocated. Our breasts rise and
they go down at the same time, we
are both excited and I don't think it
will be me whoever stops this.
"Yes," I answer, nodding.



ELEANOR RIGBY

A FORCE TO BE RECKONED 

(Granada) Eleanor Rigby is a  pen

name, for a full-time romance

writer, easily found on Instagram.

In three years of activity, she has

achieved an astounding number

of over thirty titles. She is bold,

unafraid to send her characters

to a psychologist, and she enjoys

teasing. She has won a couple of

awards, kept a few self-

published books on the

bestseller lists for months, and

at some point, her novels on

internet platforms have

generated several million reads.

B de Bolsillo
June 2023
360 pp.

HOT ROMANCE · NEW ADULT

For Dácil, Thiago is the bane of her life. For Thiago, Dácil is the worst nightmare. Anyone spending

time with them risks getting caught in the open war between the two. Until Airam, Dácil's

brother and Thiago's best friend, decides to resolve it making them believe that Dácil likes

Thiago and Thiago likes Dácil. Now she doesn't understand anything. Now he believes he

understands her better. HOW MUCH TRUTH IS THERE BEHIND AN HARMLESS LIE?

For Dácil, loving Thiago was the biggest mistake she could think of making. For Thiago, loving

Dácil was the worst idea that crossed his mind. After trying to forget each other for a whole

year, they come across each other on a cruise. There are too many unresolved issues between

them, and neither has buried the hatchet. She just wants to put Thiago in his place. He just

wants to win Dácil back.

In Maday's eyes, Airam was an impossible dream. To Airam, Maday was the dream that could

come true. Over fifteen years of friendship, their paths never coincided, as if their story was

destined for failure. Despite resentment and distance, each reunion takes them back to a vividly

remembered past, where everything could have been. He longs to forget, while she seeks to

turn the page.

A roller coaster of emotions: tears of
laughter, drama and sizzling intrigue.
An addictive, provocative, bold,
tender, heartfelt and captivating
story. 



ELEANOR RIGBY

SYNOPSIS

LOVE AND HATE
HAVE FOUR LETTERS

xEleanor Rigby lives in Granada, but

you'd find her more easily active on

Instagram. A lady's age is not to be

asked. She writes novels where people

love each other a lot. It's the only thing

she does, which explains her prolific

catalog, which in less than three years

of activity has reached the astounding

number of over thirty titles. She's

straightforward, has no fear of sending

her characters to therapy, and enjoys

teasing. She's won a couple of awards,

kept several self-published books on

the bestseller lists for months, and

once upon a time, her novels on

internet platforms garnered millions of

reads.

B de Bolsillo
May 2023
Pages: 512

For her boss, SILVIA is an arrogant and objectionable posh in the
midst of a crisis of the 30s.
According to his reputation, BOSCO is an exploiter with no sense of
fashion and a very deserved divorce between brothers.
The only thing that exists in common is the evil that falls, the much
that is enjoyed... and the editorial in bankruptcy that must be saved.
So they will have to carry out the most difficult task in their lives:
take action.
For him, there will only be a miracle, a firearm... or, perhaps, simply a
night.

A sassy, steamy office
romance: luxury, scandal,
desire

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



ELEANOR RIGBY

SYNOPSIS

AT THE END OF THE
STAIRS

Eleanor Rigby lives in Granada, but

you'd find her more easily active on

Instagram. A lady's age is not to be

asked. She writes novels where people

love each other a lot. It's the only thing

she does, which explains her prolific

catalog, which in less than three years

of activity has reached the astounding

number of over thirty titles. She's

straightforward, has no fear of sending

her characters to therapy, and enjoys

teasing. She's won a couple of awards,

kept several self-published books on

the bestseller lists for months, and

once upon a time, her novels on

internet platforms garnered millions of

reads.

B de Bolsillo
september, October, November 2022,
July 2023
Pages: 490

Who is Julian Bale, the man residing in the attic on the
13th floor? Why is he such a recluse, never seen by
others? Matty doesn't live in the building, but he can't
help but cast a curious glance at Julian's balcony. What is
the story behind Óscar Casanovas, the new tenant on the
4th floor, and his mysterious love life? Shy Eli secretly
daydreams about him, stealing glances from her window,
even though she knows he might never notice her. Eli has
yet to muster the courage to approach him. What secrets
lie beneath the surface of Susana Márquez, the beloved
single mother living on the 2nd floor? Fate forces her to
cohabit with the judgmental and sanctimonious
headteacher of her son. While on the surface, they
appear to have nothing in common but mutual attraction
and disdain, one wild night and a domestic accident will
unravel their intimacy... and pique the curiosity of their
neighbors. What could possibly link Alison Bale, the
accomplished psychologist residing on the top floor of
the building, and Álvaro Román, the gamer from the 2nd
floor? It's their parents, who have been trying to convince
Álvaro to move out for years, and they turn to Alison for
help. She has her own plans, ticking to her biological clock,
and they don't include Álvaro – until he stumbles upon her
secret and makes her an offer she simply can't refuse…

What could Alison Bale, the successful

psychologist on the top floor of the building,

and Álvaro Román, the gamer on the 2nd

floor, have in common? Their parents, who

have been trying to evict Álvaro from his

home for years, seek Alison's help. She has

plans that her biological clock cannot

postpone and that don't include Álvaro until

he discovers her secret and makes her an

offer she can't refuse...

Heartwarming, humorous, and
passionate – join the wild
adventures of a lively and chatty
community of neighbors where life
gets a whole lot better when they
come together and mix things up. 

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



IRENE FRANCO

SYNOPSIS

LOVE ON CAMPUS
Grijalbo
November 2023
Pages: 352

The second installment of the Love on Campus trilogy
arrives. Carola has always felt a bit out of place. When she
left for Madrid to study with her friends, she thought she
could turn her life around and try to salvage a relationship
that was falling apart. However, a year later, things with
Adrián remain the same, and she can't help but see how
her world is getting smaller and routine is suffocating her.

That's why, when the opportunity to go on an Erasmus to
Dublin presents itself and get away from it all, she doesn't
hesitate to seize it with the hope that everything will
change.
And there, on an ordinary night, she meets Gael, with his
blond hair, deep dimples, and a kind smile. 

Gael, who will remind her what

it's like to feel butterflies in her

stomach and make her ponder

things she had never dared to

think before: What if love is

actually about giving without

expecting? Can Carola leave her

insecurities behind and start

over?

Sometimes, love means taking

a leap into the unknown.

IRENE FRANCO (Murcia, 1999)

studies Law, although her true

passion is fashion and books.

She is known on social media

as BooksbyCinderer, where

sheshares her readings with

more than 80,000 followers.

The Love on Campus trilogy is

her first work as an author.

University life in its purest form: crazy, tender, and fun.  
A new city. An Erasmus year. A year to change everything.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



SYNOPSIS

LOVE FOR FRESHERS

Vega has managed to enter Law School. She is ready to move to Madrid with her

group of friends and start a new phase but sometimes not everything goes as

expected. One night in August, Vega meets a boy at a nightclub. Nico is nice,

handsome and makes her feel comfortable, which is why she isn’t surprised by the

attraction between them, or when they end up kissing. Though a huge

disappointment hits her when she discovers that the idiot has a girlfriend. Although

Vega is determined that nothing will dampen her college experience, she did not

count on the fact that this exciting phase could turn into a nightmare. Nor did she

think she would see Nico again, with whom she will have to share class, work, and

face that unresolved tension between them. What will happen if the spark does not

go out?

Grijalbo
June 2023
416 pp.

University life in its purest form: crazy, tender,
and full of fun.  

A romantic comedy and a trilogy that reflects
on career choices and adult life, a story.
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IRENE FRANCO

IRENE FRANCO (Murcia, 1999)

studies Law, although her true

passion is fashion and books.

She is known on social media

as BooksbyCinderer, where

sheshares her readings with

more than 80,000 followers.

The Love on Campus trilogy is

her first work as an author.



PABLO SANTIDRIÁN &

INÉS PASTOR

SYNOPSIS

THIS LOVE BURNED
THREE TIMES 

Plaza & Janés
October 2023
Pages: 328

Nisa and Jose are two young people who live on
the island of La Palma. Nisa, tired of her family,
spends hours in an empty tourist apartment
where she sneaks in every afternoon. One day,
Jose, the owner's son, discovers her and
becomes fascinated with her. By the fireside, a
passionate and turbulent relationship begins. 

The tragic eruption of the La Palma volcano and
their family problems lead the couple to Madrid,
where their love will face new questions: what
truly binds them together? Can they move on
after losing everything? How many times can
love rise from the ashes before it goes out
completely?

 

Tender, melancholic, and emotional, it

tells the strength and fragility of love

relationships: what can destroy them or

how they survive the toughest tests. 

There are loves that burn, that explode,

that sweep everything away, that

always burn like the first day.

 

INÉS PINTOR (A Coruña, 1989) and

PABLO SANTIDRIÁN (Madrid, 1989) are

screenwriters and directors. With their

production company, La Breve Historia,

they have shot more than twenty short

films, selected at festivals around the

world. Their series, "The Time I Give

You", a Netflix gem that became the

revelation of the year for its tone,

aesthetics, and structure, was

nominated for several awards.

A millennial love story by the
screenwriters of  the Netflix
hit: The Time I Give You.

Far from 'happily ever after,' in
the style of Sally Rooney. 

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



PAULA RAMOS

SYNOPSIS

WHEN WE WERE 
FLEETING

A lover of reading, PAULA RAMOS

(Madrid, 1989) began writing her first

comics at the age of twelve, and since

then she has not stopped creating

worlds and characters. A graduate of

fine arts and design, she combines her

two great passions in writing. Her first

self-published novel, Caminos

Cruzados, came out in May 2013, and

she has continued to write ever since.

She delved into the romantic YA novel

with the duology April (Signed, April and

Letters for April) and in the romantic

genre with Pinkies Girls and the Ellas

trilogy. Within the fantasy genre, she

has published The Four Realms and its

sequel, The Forgotten Realms.

Ava grew up happily in a coastal town with her mother and sister, with the

sound of the waves as a witness that the world was infinite and the saltpeter,

which makes everything wild, sticking to the skin. Until one day everything

changed and he sank in the middle of the storm.

Hugo also lived in that place marked by the sea, but his dream was to go as far

away as possible, to a place that did not impose limits, where the future was

promising. Away from a family and an environment that had always rowed

against him.

These were Ava and Hugo's plans, but when they looked into each other's eyes

and glimpsed the same horizon, one capable of turning the sea calm and

changing all their goals, they knew that staying afloat was just a matter of

knowing how to swim against the current.  Will Ava and Hugo let destiny, the

waves and the sea draw their path?  Will they find a board on which to sail

other seas together?  Will they reach the port they long for?

Grijalbo
March 2023
Pages : 464

The memory is more
powerful than any
ending.  And for them it
was only the beginning...

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



PAULA RAMOS

SYNOPSIS

WE WILL ALWAYS
BE ETERNAL

A lover of reading, PAULA RAMOS

(Madrid, 1989) began writing her first

comics at the age of twelve, and since

then she has not stopped creating

worlds and characters. A graduate of

fine arts and design, she combines her

two great passions in writing. Her first

self-published novel, Caminos Cruzados,

came out in May 2013, and she has

continued to write ever since. She

delved into the romantic YA novel with

the duology April (Signed, April and

Letters for April) and in the romantic

genre with Pinkies Girls and the Ellas

trilogy. Within the fantasy genre, she

has published The Four Realms and its

sequel, The Forgotten Realms.

Ava and Hugo meet again in Mojácar after

many years. Will they be able to recover what

they once lost and haven’t been able to

forget?

Grijablo
June 2023
Pages :  432

A love story told in two
timelines that takes us back
to the last summer of
innocence. The second
installment of the FUGACES
duology.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



PAULA RAMOS SYNOPSIS

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR PINK DAYS

Paula Ramos (Madrid, 1989) A booklover,

Paula started writing her first stories at

twelve years old, and has never stopped

creating worlds and characters ever since.

With a degree in Fine Arts and Design, she

combines these two great passions in her

writing. Her first self-published novel,

Crossed Paths, debuted in May 2013.

Later, she entered the world of YA romance

with the April duology, (Signed, April and

Letters for April) and Pinkies Girls (2020).

In the fantasy genre, she has published The

Four Kingdoms (2018) and its sequel, The

Forgotten Kingdoms (2019). With the

trilogy made up of Manual for Red Days,

Instructions for Pink Days and Advice for

Blue Days, she is delving into the romance

genre for adults. 

What happens when you—the one who always

considered yourself the most sensible, calm and

responsible of your group of girlfriends—drop a real

clanger? What happens when suddenly you open your

eyes to a reality that you’d been trying to ignore? Well,

the world goes pear-shaped, and you can’t stop asking

yourself if you’ve really been so blind or if there’s

something else…But who are you kidding? Of course

there’s something else. There always is. It’s not easy to

accept that your relationship—which you thought was

perfect—is full of holes. With this dose of reality and

one of your best friend’s weddings right around the

corner, you’re flummoxed and much less excited than

you should be. Plus, you’re entangled in secrets that,

for the first time, you can’t even share with your girls,

the ones who have always been there to be your

compass when you’re lost.

Ediciones B
January 2022
Pages: 368

IF YOU’VE EVER WISHED LIFE CAME
WITH AN INSTRUCTION MANUAL…

Also by the author:

TO LAUGH, LOVE AND NEVER GIVE UP!

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



VIOLETA REED

SYNOPSIS

“ME TOO” IS NOT
“I LOVE YOU”

VIOLETA REED (Madrid, 1989) lives in

California, where she has studied

creative writing (Stanford University).

She studied Economics, Marketing and

Communication, but her passion has

always been telling love stories. She is

the author of the "My Reasons"

duology, "One Hundred Reasons to

Hate You" and "One Thousand Reasons

to Love You" which has caused a

sensation among readers.

Grijalbo
September 2023
Pages: 512

Will Anderson is the most successful fantasy writer of the decade.
However, when his latest novel receives a barrage of criticism for its
romantic component, his ego gets ahead of his common sense, and he
ends up announcing on national television that his next book will be a
romance success. It will be Raquel, a young Spanish associate editor,
who will have the titanic task of guiding and correcting Will to ensure
the project moves forward despite their obvious animosity towards
each other. Soon, they must set aside their differences for a common
good: a book that will redeem Will and, at the same time, secure
Raquel's residency in the United States. However, neither of them
expects that feelings will flow beyond the pages. A romance written in
red ink.

Doomed to understand each other, a
struggling writer and an associate editor
will realize that writing romance is always
quite complicated.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



VIOLETA REED

SYNOPSIS

A THOUSAND
REASONS TO 
LOVE YOU

Violeta Reed (Madrid, 1989) lives

in California and is a writer.

Before writing, she worked in

marketing, but storytelling has

always been her passion. She has

trained in creative writing at

several universities, including

Stanford, where she is still

currently studying. This duology

is her first venture into publishing

novels.

Elena can’t sacrifice her professional future for a relationship. She

nicknamed her archenemy from school "the Undatable,” but she just

woke up next to him after her best friend's wedding... Marcos has

driven Elena crazy her whole life with his arrogance and his blue eyes.

He wants to be swept off his feet by an irresistible attraction before he

goes back to London, where he lives. They have finally realized they’re

crazy about each other. Through late-night conversations, racy sexts

and fiery reunions, they’re about to discover that there is no greater

adventure than surrendering to love.

Violeta Reed (Madrid, 1989) lives in California and is a writer. Before

writing, she worked in marketing, but storytelling has always been her

passion. She has trained in creative writing at several universities,

including Stanford, where she is still currently studying. This duology is

her first venture into publishing novels. 

Ediciones B
September 2022
Pages 512
Audiovisual adaptation 

One summer sparks fly between
two enemies and they make a
pact: they’re not allowed to fall
in love. A thousand kilometers
apart, two hearts become
determined to delve into a
passion they find themselves
unable to resist.

ROMANCE 15

Also by the author:



CHLOE SANTANA

SYNOPSIS

EVERYTIME I FELL
IN LOVE WITH YOU

CHLOE SANTANA (Seville, 1992)

studied Law, although her true

passion is literature. In 2014,

she self-published her first book

and reached the top of

Amazon's bestsellers list. Her

novels "You're Not My Type" and

"Better Off Alone?" have been

celebrated by readers, reviews,

and sales figures. She has a

weakness for strong

protagonists, slow-burning

romances and highly addictive

stories.

Suma
July 2023
Pages: 552

Yugen, the hottest musical group in the
spotlight, experienced an unexpected
surge in success three years ago,
thrusting its members—Gabi, Leo, Axel,
and Pol—into the unforgiving limelight.
They grapple with the harsh realities of
fame, including intrusive press scrutiny
and the weight of fan expectations.

Leo, the band's leader, guitarist, and
songwriter, was the voice of reason
until he crossed paths with Nura. In her,
he found a writer unimpressed by his
celebrity status. On the surface, they
appeared to have nothing in common,
but Nura introduced a breath of fresh
air into Leo's world of facades. 

Two individuals from vastly
different worlds. A bold and
exhilarating tale unfolds,
marked by fame, racism, echoes
of Harry Potter, and the
relentless grip of social media,
all converging to forge an
unbreakable love.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



PAT MARÍN

SYNOPSIS

THE OPPOSITE OF
LOVE

PAT MARÍN (Barcelona, 1983) is

passionate about books and writing. In

2015, she created a popular blog on

romantic literature: La Narradora. She

has self-published four novels, which

have topped the bestseller lists on

digital platforms. With this novel, she

takes a leap in her literary career within

a major publishing group.

Grijalbo
September 2023
Pages: 384

And a well-guarded secret that could alter everything. Jo is
determined to live out her college dream to the fullest: attending all
the parties, mingling with intriguing individuals and indulging in casual
flings with whomever she pleases. She's got one steadfast rule for
herself: avoid falling in love at all costs. However, as she puts her
plan into action, her short-lived romances take a nosedive. There
always seems to be an unexpected spectator: her attractive
neighbor in 2B, who can't help but chuckle at her misadventures but
is also the only person she can confide in about her woes. Amidst the
laughter and shared sorrows, a deep friendship blossoms, gradually
evolving into something more intriguing and enjoyable. Since their
chance encounter on the rooftop of the building, Jo has attempted
to keep her distance, but resisting him seems to be futile.

A building in the heart of the
city, strangely devoid of cell
phone reception. A casual,
friends-with-benefits
arrangement. Love and
friendship separated by just one
floor. 

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



SYNOPSIS

SO CLOSE TO YOU

ANTONIO HIDALGO 

(Madrid, 1996) studied

interpretation and

production. He has spent

years dedicating himself to

the coordination of events,

especially in the world of

music and books. So Close

to You is his first novel.

A secret passion among Wattpad readers. The love story between a writer

and her bodyguard that fans of Through My Window will fall in love with.

Kobo needs to find a job fast. His uncle's security company hires him to

protect Eva, the youngest and most successful contemporary writer. He

accepts thinking that it would be a simple job; just what he needed after

the decline of the last few weeks. But Eva is not very interested in having

a bodyguard, and she will do everything she can to become his biggest

headache.

Grijalbo
May 2023
400 pp.

Kobo finds himself in a difficult situation. Eva will become
his next problem. But when the tension between them
seems to be about to explode, will they be able to protect
themselves from the passion?

Along the lines of phenomena such as Federico

Moccia’s Three Meters Above Heaven, the works of 

Joana Marcus, Mercedes Ron, and Ariana Godoy.

ANTONIO HIDALGO

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



SYNOPSIS

PAPER FLOWER

SILVIA FERRASE (Madrid, 1993) is a

riminologist with a master's degree in

Interdisciplinary Gender Studies. She

currently works in cybersecurity.

Paper Flower is her first novel

published by Suma. Well known on

BookTok, she is the new voice of

romantic narratives, her style is fresh

and pulsing with life.

Lara and Saúl are like oil and water. She carries

many fears and hides behind a concrete wall; he

lives life openly to the world around him but is

reaching breaking point. When they meet, they will

discover that love can always flourish, even on

concrete.

Filled with moving images, it has the strength and

romanticism of an unforgettable novel.

SUMA
June 2023
472 pp.

Just let it happen... a spectrum of emotions:
from vibrant excitement to passionate love,
for those who are eager to feel intensivly.

SILVIA FERRASE

Reminiscent of phenomena like Breaking the Circle 

by Colleen Hoover and Alice Kellen's 

Theory of Archipelagos.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



SYNOPSIS

IT'S ALWAYS
SUMMER WITH YOU

ANDREA HERRERA (Ourense, 2004)

began her literary career with My Days

as a Teenager, a romantic trilogy that

swept Wattpad, Instagram, and other

online platforms.
My name is Zoe. I'm starting university next year, so this summer is supposed to

be the best of my life, but things aren’t looking good. I decided to escape to

Costa Brava and help my uncle with the running of his beach bar, to live through

new experiences, enjoy the warm nights, and clear my mind. I Imy head, the plan

was idyllic, however, my expectations crashed as hard as that wave on the rocks.

On top of that, I can't stop running into Shane O'Brien, the most unbearable (and

attractive) being I've ever met. Why if the Catalan coast is seven hundred

kilometers long, with three hundred and forty beautiful beaches, must this

Irishman, who makes my heart race, dock his magnificent boat right in front of

my beach bar?

 Grijalbo
June 2023
256 pp.

One of the emerging voices of Wattpad, 
with a million readings.  Romantic comedy 
that’s fresh, young, and will bring a a lot 
of joy to summer.

ANDREA HERRERA
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SYNOPSIS

AN AUTUMN EVENING WITH YOU 
Grijalbo
November 2023
Pages: 320

96

Leo is the librarian of a small northern town, and his passion is bringing
literature to his neighbors. Every year, he organizes a literary
gathering with great enthusiasm, but no trendy writer wants to travel
to that remote place.

However, this time, one of the invited authors has confirmed her
attendance at the last minute. Catarina is the most successful
romance novelist of the moment, but she's in the grip of writer's block
that prevents her from writing. 

She spends her days in her apartment in Madrid staring at the blank
page. Her editor has pushed her to live a unique experience that will
restore her inspiration, and who knows if she might even become the
protagonist of her own love story. 

A fresh voice from the Wattpad phenomenon, with over a
million reads. Amid idyllic landscapes, books, and sunsets,
Cata will live a unique experience, and who knows if she might
meet the protagonist of her own love story. 

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT

ANDREA HERRERA (Ourense, 2004)

began her literary career with My Days

as a Teenager, a romantic trilogy that

swept Wattpad, Instagram, and other

online platforms.

ANDREA HERRERA



PAOLA CALASANZ
SYNOPSIS

THE DAY YOU
DISCOVER COLORS
IN THE SNOW

Paola Calasanz (Barcelona, 1988) is

known as Dulcinea. She left civilization

for a life in the forest, where she

founded the Wild Forest Reserve, an

NGO that works to save endangered

wild and farm animals. Winner of

awards such as a Cooking Blogger for

Canal Cocina and her YouTube channel,

she has published a trilogy, a recipe

and lifestyle book, the Luna duology,

and two individual novels.

Roca Editorial
March 2023
Pages: 256

The fourth volume of the series El
día que… with more than 150,000
copies sold in Spain. Author with
more than 600,000 followers on
social networks, with a very loyal
readership.

A story of love and personal growth,
about changing the frenetic pace we’re
used to in order to live slowly and in
harmony with the rhythms of nature.
After three hellish years with Ben and
their child, Mel feels the courage to end
that toxic relationship. The idea is to
flee to Montana, where she will buy and
redevelop a small cabin in Yellowstone
to turn it into a rural house i her and her
son to live in. Serving homemade
breakfast and enjoying the flowers and
the sheets hanging in the garden;
afternoons of tea and reading among
snowy mountains. The warmest winter
of her life awaits Mel at her new
destination.

A big adventure. The challenge of getting out

of a toxic and abusive relationship. The

difficulty of starting a business alone, while

caring for a child. The incredible powers of

falling in love again and healing the wounds

of the past.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



ADRIANO MORENO
SYNOPSIS

THE NIGHT I LOST
THE POP GIRL

ADRIANO MORENO (Albacete,

1990) is a journalist, writer, and

screenwriter. She began her

professional career on the small

screen. She is responsible for

Television in the digital area of

LOS40 and Cadena SER. She is a

lover of series and books, and  

published If you Told me Yes, her

first novel with Suma in 2021.

Quique has been dreaming of creating stars all his life, which is

why the day he finally joins the most important record company

in Spain, he feels like the happiest person in the world.

Especially when he meets La chica del pop, an emerging singer

who is believed to be one of the artists with the greatest

international potential and is also his idol. A story that paints a

perfect portrayal of the music industry. Brimming with current

issues including the world of music and LGTBI representation.

SUMA
June 2023
Pages :  400

What lies behind the success?
Behind the spotlights reality
is very different.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



SARA BALLARÍN

SYNOPSIS

WEDDING CAKE

SARA BALLARÍN (Huesca, 1980) holds

a degree in English Philology from the

University of Zaragoza. She works for

an international telecommunications

company while writing novels like

"Paula's Notebook," "With You in the

World," "Lena's Flight," and "It Also

Rains in Summer." I hope you find this

revision helpful! If you have any further

requests or need more assistance,

feel free to ask.

Ediciones B
July 2023
Pages: 296

Lis and Carlos shared an undeniable chemistry. Shortly after meeting,
they moved into a cozy apartment where they found immense
happiness. They talked, danced, enjoyed music and shared passionate
moments. Within a few months, they decided to tie the knot. Their
friends and family thought it was too hasty, but they believed in the
magic of their love. After six years, life changes, traumas, and past
fears begin to erode their happiness. The chasm between them widens,
and months pass in heated arguments, with hurtful words exchanged.
From that once-special connection, only a distant memory remains, and
eventually, Lis decides to leave their home. Will they be able to rebuild
their 'us' without sacrificing their true desires? 

A love that shatters like a wedding cake, leaving
everyone hungry. What happens when love fades,
but the couple's determination to honor their
commitment remains? Can two lost souls
rediscover what once brought them together?

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



Ediciones B
March 2022
464 pp.

Four friends in chueca: sex, laughter, and a
lot of pride: the most irresistible cocktail.
“I’ve been looking for a novel  like this for
years and, since I couldn’t find it, I wrote it
myself. 
A comedy about four gay friends in the
rollicking style of Valeria or Sex and the
City.”

A COCKTAIL
IN CHUECA

Josu Diamond (Irún, 1996) is a

booktuber with millions of views on

YouTube and on his social

networks. Since 2010, he has run a

literary blog and collaborated with

several publishers. His first book,

Bajo nuestra piel, was published by

Crossbooks in 2018. He writes

books and gives talks and

workshops throughout Spain. He is

the creator of the subscription box

LITERALI BOX.

Mauro is 25 and just arrived in Madrid ready to leave behind being a virgin and

experiment in EVERYTHING. Iker is six foot three, smells incredible, and even though

He’s only looking for one-night stands with the hottest boys in the club, he can’t help

stumbling into love.  

Andrés works in a publishing house, is a hopeless romantic and knows every single

Taylor Swift song. Gael is Colombian, earns his living at night in Chueca and is pleased

to be able to help Mauro with some of his goals…  A Chueca cocktail, it directly and

shamelessly addresses complicated topics concerning love, identity and friendship.  

It’s a story in which we see ourselves reflected in the characters and situations,

because we all know someone who left their small town for the big city, someone

who is trapped in a toxic relationship, someone who’s insecure about their sexual

inexperience, someone who’s frustrated with their job.

2 Drinks in Sitges

JOSU DIAMOND

3 Shots in Mykonos

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



NEUS VERDAGUER PAGES

VICTOR JOSE DIAZ GOMEZ

SYNOPSIS

THE GIRL ON
THE BEACH

Neus Verdaguer Pagès (Olot,

1982) is the author of If

There Is No Tomorrow

(2016), a book co-written

with Sílvia Pagès, and has

participated in the solidarity

anthology Luchamos juntos.

The Girl on the Beach is her

first novel, co-written with

Víctor Díaz Gómez.

Young, financially well positioned, and with a job

he is passionate about that allows him to live

the life he really wants. The protagonist of this

story apparently has it all, but that  is not

enough for him. He needs new challenges and

goals; the harder to get, the better the taste.

One morning, when his emotional relationship is

at its worst, he accidentally discovers a girl on

the beach. A few months later, when he is

already single, he sets out to find the

mysterious girl on the beach, supposedly, just

on a whim. But getting her becomes his

obsession.

 Rosa dels Vents
June  2023
Pages : 256

A Mediterranean erotic novel: a weekend
between the vineyards of Penedès and
the Catalan coast of l'Empordà , where
passion will make temperatures rise.

A mix of eroticism, sensuality,

flirting, and romanticism in an

idyllic setting that seduces the

reader from the first page.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT



DO NOT FALL IN LOVE 
WITH BLAKE ANDERSON

VILCHEZ was born in Santa Cruz de

Tenerife, although she currently resides in

Madrid. She graduated in Biology from the

University of La Laguna; she later

discovered, that her true passion was

telling stories. Since then, she has not

stopped writing, and for several years now

she has dedicated herself exclusively to

it. She has more than twenty novels

published in the YA genre, New Adult,

Fantasy and Contemporary Romance. She

earned the nomination for Best New

Author at the Rosa Romántica's 2013

awards. She enjoys free time with her

daughter, reading or devouring series and

movies. Or chatting with her readers

through social networks.

«Meeting Blake again at my brother's wedding is inevitable, but what I didn't expect is having

to share with him the days leading up to the wedding in an idyllic resort in California. He has

never seen me as anything other than a child, almost like a little sister. But that's going to

change. I am more determined than ever to have a passionate affair with him; without ties,

without emotions or feelings. Now, I just have to convince him to accept my proposal.

A wedding, an indecent offer and only one rule to follow: don't fall in love with Blake

Anderson.

Montena
November 2023
288 pp

When Raylee proposes to Blake for a night of no-strings-attached
sex, she doesn't expect it to be so difficult not to fall in love with
him. The Anderson Brothers bilogy comes to Montena, the sexiest
and funniest story of the new queen of New Adult, Victoria
Vílchez.

ROMANCE · NEW ADULT

VICTORIA VÍLCHEZ

"Come on, it's okay," I whisper in his ear, while I review the line of her cheekbone with his thumb. She has devilish skin gentle-. You can tell me anything.
"I've never had an orgasm," she spits out hastily. Kind of like never having an orgasm.
It takes my mind a few seconds to process the information; my body, on the other hand, goes free again.
-That?! —I ask, convinced that I haven't understood her all well.
—That I have never cum.
Somehow I manage to choke on my own saliva. "It's... No..." "Fuck, this is surreal." You haven't cum.
She nods; Although she seems embarrassed, she doesn't look away neither does she separate herself from me.
—You have a lot of experience, don't you? —She continues, since my ability to form coherent sentences seems to have gone on vacation.
I was hoping you could help me. Just tonight" She continues, becoming emboldened. Nobody is going to find out, and tomorrow we can act as if nothing had happened.
It has to be a joke. Or maybe it's one of those dreams. It can't be that Raylee is so happily offering me no-strings-attached sex.
Although I still can't believe what is happening, my body is delighted with the offer, even more than a while ago. I have to go to my bungalow and pretend this conversation
hasn't happened. That is what I have to do. Until she approaches and makes a little noise. A-fucking-moan.



Fantasy Romance
18+



RED HAZE 

Lucía G. Sobrado (Marbella, 1993)

has a degree in translation and

interpreting and a master’s in

audiovisual translation, subtitling,

and dubbing. She works for platforms

like Netflix and HBO, which keeps her

finger on the pulse of all the latest

cultural trends. Furthermore, she

specializes in proofreading and

editing; a natural-born entrepreneur,

she has her own editorial business.

A heroine with a beast living inside her. A forgotten

kingdom and a wicked fairy tale. A passion stronger than

any spell.

Ever since the haze fell, Red has worked alone. Not just

because she has become the Three Kingdom’s bounty

hunter via less-than-orthodox methods, but because

she has too many secrets to keep. The residents of

Fabel want to put an end to the dictator, the Fairy

Godmother, who summoned the haze and made

everyone forget their past. The Wolf—a tall, dark man

with intense yellow eyes—decides to tempt Red with

the task of finishing off the tyrant herself. Thus begins a

journey across a sinister landscape of bewitched

princesses and places cursed with the darkest of magic,

to acquire the weapon that will put an end to the Fairy

Godmother. A voyage that morphs the visceral hatred

between Red and the Wolf into a tension on the cusp of

exploding into passion. 

Ediciones B
February 2023
567 pp.
Rights sold to: Wydawnictwo Zysk (Poland)

Along the lines of Sarah J. Maas, Jennifer Armentrout and Holly Black:
TikTok phenomena and #1 New York Times Bestselling Authors 
of the Retelling Fairy Tales trend

FANTASY ROMANCE

An infinite universe where there’s

room for all the traditional and modern

stories. A new world that readers will

recognize, but in which they will also

recognize themselves; a place where

they’ll have a much better time. An

infinite, delicate universe, populated

by enchanting characters and driven

by a thrilling plot. 

Characters who fight against a world of 

evil and enchantment to save their 

village and, along the way, discover love, 

friendship, and a whole lot of obstacles.

LUCIA G. SOBRADO

https://zysk.com.pl/


FIERCE KINGDOM

Lucía G. Sobrado (Marbella, 1993)

has a degree in translation and

interpreting and a master’s in

audiovisual translation, subtitling,

and dubbing. She works for platforms

like Netflix and HBO, which keeps her

finger on the pulse of all the latest

cultural trends. Furthermore, she

specializes in proofreading and

editing; a natural-born entrepreneur,

she has her own editorial business.

The Fairy Godmother has fallen, but the princesses have

not awakened from their slumber. That means the curse

is still alive in Fabel. But something even worse is about

to happen... Another force might be interested in

keeping them that way to continue to rule. This time, The

Queen of Hearts has no living rival. A new journey begins,

and Roja and Lobo must leave their pasts behind them to

save the kingdom...

Ediciones B
May 2023
592 pp.
Rights sold to: Wydawnictwo Zysk (Poland)

The most followed genre of on TIKTOK.
The new star of the fantasy world is Spanish. 
The sequel to RED HAZE arrives.

FANTASY ROMANCE

LUCIA G. SOBRADO

SYNOPSIS

https://zysk.com.pl/


M. G. FERREY

SYNOPSIS

THE UNRAVELED
SHORE

M. G. Ferrey (Portugal, 1990) has

a degree in Clinical Psychology,

but her lifelong dream was to

write. After taking creative

writing courses in London, she

decided to write stories that

could transport the reader to

other worlds. She is passionate

about traveling and chocolate,

but even more about the

fantastic fantasy world Aquorea. 

Arabella drowns but then discovers she is in Aquorea: an

exotic, technologically advanced community that thrives

thousands of meters below sea level.

Kai, a young man from Aquorea, with inscrutable blue eyes

and maddening behavior, both attracts and repels her,

driving her insane with rage and desire. Kai wants to fight

for Ara and her love. Despite an intense inner conflict, he

shows Ara everything she's been missing, awakening her

senses, while unlocking all her secrets.

When some inhabitants of Aquorea begin to die, Arabella

realizes that her dive was no coincidence, and that the

salvation or ruin of this world depends on her. Facing the

most difficult decision of her life, she puts her differences

with Kai aside, to figure out who is behind the mysterious

conspiracy and murders.

Alfaguara Portugal
April 2022
Pages:  296

A regular teenager. An underwater warrior.
A magic bond they cannot resist. A
mysterious conspiracy that leads to
murders. Secrets that must be revealed.

Also by the author:

FANTASY ROMANCE



Thriller New Adult
18+



SYNOPSIS

THE BLACK GLOVE THIEF

ANASTASIA UNTILA (Moldova, 1999)

is one of the most promising voices

on Wattpad, with more than 16 million

readings on the platform, and almost

30,000 followers on Instagram. This

is the start of her debut and part of

her yet unpublished trilogy, perfect

for fans of the duology Confronted by

Mercedes Ron, the series Lascivia by

Eva Muñoz, and the worldwide

phenomenon 365 Days by Blanka

Lipinska.

Aurora is known around the world for successfully running impossible

heists. She's been mocking the police for years, but jewelry has

become her downfall, and she won't be able to resist the Silver Sapphire

—the most coveted gem in history. Her mission will be hindered by

police detective Vincent Russell, who will do everything he can to

capture her. From the moment their eyes meet, both will fight not to

succumb to the magnetism that attracts them to each other, and that

will put their lives in danger on more than one occasion.

Grijalbo
May 2023 CAMBIAR CUBIERTA
464 pp.

A villain. A devastating past full of lies. 
A present full of betrayal and a future
stained with blood. She is the target, he is
the policeman who must put her behind
bars.

Captivating and brimming with action, this book belongs to one

of the most popular genres: dark romance. A trilogy that will

take Wattpad’s readers’ breaths away.

ANASTASIA UNTILA

THRILLER ROMANCE



SYNOPSIS

THE RED GLOVE THIEF
Grijalbo
September 2023
Pages: 408

Aurora and Vincent, the black-gloved thief and the detective who should put her
behind bars, continue to be allies. They possess the Silver Sapphire, the first of
the Three Gems Crown: one of the oldest and most valuable treasures in
history. 

Together, they must find the rest, while the attraction between them continues
to grow. They are running out of time. Smirnov's criminal organization is also
after the jewels. Aurora is compelled to delve into her past, revealing very dark
secrets that have been hidden for decades. 

She acts on impulsiveness and a thirst for revenge. The uncontrollable sexual
tension clouds her judgment, for Vincent, she would be willing to stain her
gloves red for the first time.

An author with over 17,000,000 reads on Wattpad.
Passion, jewels and betrayal. A villainess: a past of
lies, a present to survive, and a future of blood,
trying to change.

THRILLER ROMANCE

ANASTASIA UNTILA (Moldova, 1999)

is one of the most promising voices

on Wattpad, with more than 16 million

readings on the platform, and almost

30,000 followers on Instagram. This

is the start of her debut and part of

her yet unpublished trilogy, perfect

for fans of the duology Confronted by

Mercedes Ron, the series Lascivia by

Eva Muñoz, and the worldwide

phenomenon 365 Days by Blanka

Lipinska.

ANASTASIA UNTILA



Ediciones B
March 2021
415 pp.

A rape in a high school. A student ready
to unmask the culprit. A necessary and
brave novel that reads with the rhythm
of a thriller. 

NOT ONE MORE 

(Madrid, 1968) is a journalist,

screenwriter and writer. He has

worked as an editor for the

agency EFE and other

newspapers and magazines. As a

screenwriter, he has worked on

half a dozen entertainment

programs and was the lead writer

on the series Al Sali de clase,

winner of the Ondas prize for best

television series (2001). He has

created the fiction series, Sin

tetas no hay paraíso, and

Homicidios y Apaches, the latter

of which he was also the

executive producer. In his career

as a novelist he has published, El

tiempo de las arañas, Apaches

and Una Mujer infiel. Not One

More is his most recent novel. 

Alma is sixteen years old, with brown hair, a big mouth and thin lips. She

has a closet full of sporty clothes and an already-dated cell phone. Her

Instagram account: AlmaG18 has 96 posts, 2,156 followers and 1,546

following. She parties with her two best friends—Greta and Nata—a

handful of acquaintances, a casual fling and the memory of a night she’d

prefer to forget. Of everything Alma possesses, the most important is

inside the black backpack she carries with her which will change her life in

an instant. 

She walks determinedly toward the entrance of the private high school

she used to attend. She crosses the first threshold and stops. She pulls a

sheet from her bag, unfurls it and pins the corners to a metal fence. Who

does the message written in red letters across the sheet accuse? If what

it says is true, the graffiti that has appeared on the walls and doors of the

bathroom would take on a different meaning. Dozens of mobile phones

film the scene through the windows of the classrooms. The high school

headteacher observes Alma from the principal’s office. “Should I call her

parents?” She asks. “No,” the principal answers. “This is too much now. I’m

going to call the police.” CAREFUL. A RAPIST IS HIDDEN INSIDE HERE, the

large blood-colored letters proclaim. Alma raises her chin defiantly. She

hopes no one can see that she’s trembling. 

Protagonist: 
Nicole Wallace: known for 
My Fault and Skam España. 

Clara Galle: known for 
Through My Window  and  The
Boarding School: Las Cumbres.

 ACADEMY THRILLER

MIGUEL SÁENZ



DAVID G. PUERTAS
SYNOPSIS

THE ACADEMY
Grijalbo
October 2023
Pages: 304

ACADEMY THRILLER

A select group of students enters Roca Negra Academy, an elite institution
located in a cold and inhospitable part of the Pyrenees. 

This prestigious boarding school guarantees them to become the leaders
of tomorrow; they just have to follow the rules and maintain composure. 

Everything takes an unexpected turn when the snow leaves them cut off
from the outside world, and a corpse with obvious signs of violence appears
on the scene. The police launches an investigation that puts these
privileged students in the spotlight, who until recently trusted each other. 

However, now they must accept that among them, there is at least one
murderer. 

DAVID G. PUERTAS (León,

1994) is a writer, actor, and

creative. He is an LGBTIQ+

activist and a lover of reading

and writing, and he entered

the world of BookTube in

2017. "The Academy" is his

first novel.

An elite boarding school. An unidentified corpse. Everyone is silent.
Everyone lies. Too many secrets. Mystery, drama, love, and frenzy: A
perverse (and perfect) blend of TV series: "Elite" and "The Boarding
School". 



SERGIO DUEÑAS

SYNOPSIS

FOREST SALT

SERGIO DUEÑAS (Madrid, 1992)

holds a Journalism degree and

has completed various creative

writing courses. While he

currently works in digital

marketing, storytelling has

always been his passion. "Get Out

of the Forest" is his most

ambitious project, which

originated on Wattpad as a short

story and has amassed over

375,000 reads.

Ediciones B
July 2023
Pages: 320

Quim has just enrolled in a new boarding school, one among many he's
attended. However, this one is unique: on his very first night, a group
of boys persuades him to venture into the forest surrounding the
school grounds as part of an initiation challenge. Initially, it appears to
be an inconsequential prank, but when Quim fails to return, things
take a sinister turn. The following morning, something feels awry. It's
revealed that Jonas, Matt and the others purposely kept Quim in the
dark about the forest being off-limits. Forced to admit their
wrongdoing, the headmaster imposes an unusual punishment: they
must venture into the forest with him and rescue Quim before it's too
late. But what dark secrets lie concealed among the trees?

A Wattpad sensation. An extraordinary forest where
everyone becomes ensnared. A mystery that compels you
to read on until you become a part of it. 

THRILLER ROMANCE



TATIANA BALLESTEROS
SYNOPSIS

THE DANCE OF THE STATUES

TATIANA BALLESTEROS (Segovia,

1992) has studied Criminology,

Clinical Psychology, and

Psychopathology. She has

collaborated as a criminologist in

various work areas, such as the

successful criminology podcast,

"La Noche de Autos" and the

homonymous book. She self-

published "La Locura de lo Eterno"

and "Doce Metros" her first novel

with Suma de letras.

Suma
September 2023
Pages: 448

PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

In the midst of an underground party attended by dozens of young people, a
twenty-two-year-old guy dies. Paula Capdevila and Tony investigate it, along with
Sandoval, the forensic expert, who can't determine the cause of death. Susana
had gone to the party, invited by her friends. She doesn't usually go out at night;
her hobbies are calmer. The party turns into a nightmare when a girl collapses,
dead, after ripping the headphones from her ears.

In the early hours of the morning, the investigators receive a second call: a guy
has thrown himself out of the window of his house. It's the young man they
interrogated a few hours earlier. No one understands why he committed suicide.
Shortly after, his parents are found stabbed to death in the house. According to
the initial autopsy results, they had all been listening to the same musical track
from the young man's computer. Capdevila will have to catch a serial killer who
kills invisibly and unintentionally. Susana will be a vital piece in unraveling the
bloody puzzle.

An atypical and original novel that begins

with a technique of Nazi experiments and

envelops the reader in a symphony of

perverse nuances. A compelling and hostile

story in which time always acts as a factor

against.

A silent underground party in an abandoned
warehouse. Several deaths in a row. A
young woman who has seen it all. A new
case for criminologist Paula Capdevila.
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